A SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. The entries here have been arranged alphabetically, by the surname/s (or the commonly used last name/s) of the author/s. The "all through" principle has been used, consistent with the surname/s or last name/s.

2. The particulars as to the titles, publication places, dates, editions, etc. have been supplied as completely and accurately as available.

3. The prefix the has been dropped uniformly from the names of the dailies like the Hindu, the Times of India and the periodicals like the Illustrated Weekly of India.

4. The entries in the bibliography are divisible under two broad headings: books and articles etc. by Kripalani himself and books and articles etc. on Kripalani. There is a third category added at the end under the heading "Other Material." This category includes miscellaneous references including the ones on research methodology. Considerable space has been given to the books and articles etc. written by Shri J.B. Kripalani. Kripalani lived a long life of 94 years and during a major part of
this period he was intellectually active and put down his thoughts and arguments in the form of books, booklets, articles, contents etc. These varied writings have been listed here.

There are a good number of books and articles written by others on Kripalani. But their number has been kept down in order to see that the total number of the entries constituting the bibliography occupies a manageable space.
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